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Dear Sir/Madam,
Thank you for the opportunity to provide a submission for the ‘rising Victorian road toll’ parliamentary
inquiry.
As an active member of Westgate Community Road Safety Council, Wyndham City shares concerns
regarding the increasing in road toll, noting that during the 2019 year there were 8 fatalities in our City
(to date). 1 fatality is too many, let alone 8. We hope the parliamentary inquiry will assist with achieving
the ultimate vision of Towards Zero to ensure no one is seriously injured or killed on our roads in the
future.
Through Council’s on-going support for initiatives such as the Fit 2 drive program and Senior Expos (for
more details about this, please refer to the attached), Wyndham City have continued to work with the
community and have developed a good understanding of our community needs and concerns regarding
road safety. This combined with the development of Council’s draft Road Safety Strategy, we have
identified the following issues that we put forward for the parliamentary inquiry:
Safe System Approach – Traditional road safety strategy tends to be too infrastructure focussed (safer
roads for vehicles only). To achieve the vision of zero deaths and serious injuries, the safe system
approach needs to be adopted to ensure safer speeds, safer roads, speed people and cars are
implemented together so the road system not only keeps cars moving but make it safer for all transport
modes through a multifaceted but integrated approach.
Movement and Place Approach – Of the 8 deaths in Wyndham during 2019, 3 of the deceased were
motor-cyclists, 1 cyclist and 2 pedestrians. To achieve the vision of zero deaths and serious injuries, the
movement and place approach needs to be adopted with equal attention paid to motor-cyclists,
pedestrians and cyclists.
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Enforcement –The joint operation between schools, councils and the Victoria Police is considered the
most effective way to manage poor driving behaviour around schools. A similar approach should be
considered for community wide programs where the police work closely with the local community and
the local councils to enforce and educate against poor driving behaviour across the community. Police
to enable this are encouraged.
Construction Traffic Management – Currently, there is an unprecedented amount of construction
activity across Victoria and Wyndham. Based on our observation, it is rare that reduced speed limits at
construction sites are being followed and enforced. It is our view that the reduced speed limits at
construction sites must be enforced more regularly to ensure safety.
Funding allocation: - To apply for funding from the blackspot program, crash data for the previous 5
years is used and crashes from the current year are discounted. It is recommended that there needs to
mechanism and flexibility in the evaluation and funding stream to allow the current year’s crashes to be
considered as conditions can change very quickly. A good example of this in Wyndham is the Boundary
Rd/Derrimut Rd intersection. Conditions have changed considerably at this intersection during 2019 due
to new traffic patterns. Another good example of this in Wyndham is the Point Cook Rd/Sneydes Rd
intersection. The Point Cook Rd/Sneydes Rd intersection also requires a flexible funding approach to
address current safety issues and community concerns.
Education – Following the road rules and driving to the road conditions are key aspects of the Safe
System approach. As well as illegal activities such as speeding being influenced by alcohol or drugs,
being distracted by mobile phones or not wearing seatbelts, poor driver behaviour (eg. road rage, going
through red lights on local roads and/or tailgating), other factors such as lack of sleep or taking some
prescription medications can increase the chances of crashes. Enforcement and infrastructure alone
won’t achieve the Towards Zero vision until there is a shift of culture throughout the community to
embrace safer road behaviour. A more expanded education and awareness campaign/program could
help to achieve this shift of culture and is highly recommended.
Wyndham City would be pleased to meet with the public submission committee and expand on the
above. If you have any questions or wish to meet to discuss further, please contact Crsupport 97420865.
Yours faithfully,
Kim McAliney
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